the Indian Administrative Service. It is in the light of this and the other considerations mentioned above, that
our proposals have been framed. We have very little doubt that, realizing the larger interests of the State, the needs of its people "and the necessity to set an example, such members of the gazetted staff as have to bear this
sacrifice, will do so cheerfully and without grudging.
There are a few senior posts outside the regular cadre, the salaries of which remain to be determined. All these shared in the general increases allowed by the Pay and Service Commission, and it is but meet and proper that, on the basis of the arguments above, their salaries ^should suffer a reduction. To allow these salaries to continue at the present figure would mean exercising discrimination and causing discouragement to more junior officers. ^For those posts we suggest salaries as in Appendix c B.* These will mean a very substantial cut for permanent incumbents of the posts in some cases. For them, we would suggest a reduction not exceeding Rs. 500.
The total saving as a result of our proposals under this head is estimated to be Rs. 38.68 lakhs.;
if
The question of the cost of living is of much greater importance when we come to consider the scales that should apply to the non-gazetted and inferior staff. The value of a rupee is infinitely greater to one whose income is Rs. 50 than to one whose income is Rs. 500, in the sense that, while the former's total income must necessarily be devoted entirely to the purchases of necessities, the latter has some room for choice. In spite of this, had the cost of living been the same as in 1947, we would not have hesitated to reduce to some extent the high increases allowed to the non-gazetted staff. Things being as they ares however, we have left their scales unaltered in the main. The principal change we have made is in the scale of II Grade clerks, stenographers and accountants, whose pay we have brought in line with that of clerks of the same grade in the neighbouring Madhya Pradesh State, by reducing the II Grade to Rs. 115-5-145~E.B.-7|-190.
A comparatively small number of I Grade Clerks draw pay in the scale of Rs. 225-400. This scale was intended for the Audit &nd Accounts Department, and, on the analogy of that department, was given to other posts claiming to be tectoicaL Audit autd Accounts is now a ''Central subje&t, We' See- no "reason to maintaixi*

